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Students gather at the Egan Chapel Plaza (inset) to pray for those touched by the disaster that struck the U.S. Tuesday.
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Campus, world unite in time of disaster
By Sean Hayes
MANAGING EDITOR
Anger and disbelief engulfed Fairfield University this past Tuesday as the
worst act of terrorism in United States
history shook the community and the city
that never sleeps.
Students awoke Tuesday morning to
discover that both of New York City's
World Trade Center buildings, paradigms of America's success in democratic capitalism, had been the victims
of terrorist attacks.
"It's difficult enough imagining

something like this could happen," said
Mark Sheridan '03. "Actually seeing it
in our own backyard really scares you."
Reaction on campus was swift, with
classes being cancelled for the remainder of the day at approximately 10:00
a.m.
Campus security was quickly tightened. All campus entrances were closed
except for North Benson Road. Security officers checked-all cars entering for
the remainder of the day.
Because of Fairfield's close proximity to New York, many friends and
family members of both students and

faculty were left wondering all day if a
loved one had been a victim of the tragedy.
Counseling Services and Campus
Ministry quickly organized and planned
activities and services for those affected
by the tragedy. Mass was held at 2:00
p.m. outside of the Egan Chapel and a
candle light vigil took place later that
night at 9:00 p.m.
Students filed out of the dorm rooms
in massive numbers at 2:00 p.m. for the
mass led by Father Paul Carrier.
"Don't be afraid, we're not alone,"
Father Carrier said to the crowd. "Pray.

pray, keep praying so the love in our
hearts doesn't disappear."
Counseling Services and Campus
Ministry continued to work to try to
reach any student hurt by the day's tremendous loss of life.
"We're doing what we can and staying in touch with students," said Susan
Birge. Director of Counseling Services.
In order to stay in touch, counseling services went on 24-hour call, ready
to meet the needs of any student. Furthermore, counseling services attended
See "FAIRFIELD" on p. 6
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Brainy invasion
Class of 2005 exceeds
admissions norms
By Susan Keane
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR
In the wake of the U.S News and
World latest college ranking, naming
Fairfield University 4th among top liberal arts colleges in the,northeast, Fairfield also celebrates one of the most impressive freshman classes ever.
The freshman class hails students
from all over the country and world, including 14 international students from
as far away as New Zealand.
It is also the most diverse class to
ever attend the university; fourteen percent of the freshman class are AHANA
(African, Hispanic, Asian and Native
American) students.
"One goal we have here is to diversify the campus, and this year's freshmen class is a great indication that we
are suceeding in that area." Said director of Admissions, Judith Dobai.
Those are not the only impressive
characteristics of the class of 2005; the
freshmen proved to be student leaders,
as 52 of the freshman were either class
presidents, vice presidents, or student
council presidents in their high schools.
Also, 61 percent of the freshman
were involved in community service at
some point in their high school careers.
"It's a great sign when you see so
many freshman involved in activities so
early in the school year. An active fresh-

man class proves that Fairfield is a fun
campus to be a part of," said Jeanne
Claus '03.
Gaining admittance to Fairfield was
more challenging than ever, with a
record breaking 7,128 applicants, pushing down the acceptance rate to a low
49 percent. That in itself is a great indication that the unviersity is setting higher
standards.
"I think that its great that the freshman classes keep getting stronger and
stronger academically; it seems that the
university's reputation keeps growing as
we attract better students." Said Caitlin
Lutton '03.
46 percent of the freshmen scored
higher than 1200 on their SATs and the
average SAT score rose to almost 1190.
Also, 64 percent were in the top 20 percent of their high school classes.
"Fairfield always attracts students
that have a lot to offer the university.
This particular group of freshmen added
to the strong caliber already here," said
Dobai.
Dobai noted that 84 percent of prospective students who visited the campus actually ending up applying.
"The
high ranking Fairfield has contributes to
people's opinion of the university,but I
think that when prospective students visit
they really connect with the campus, and
that is something that the guide books
cannot achieve," he said.

Are we there yet?
Students await construction's end
By Sean Hayes
MANAGING EDITOR
Disappointment was packed into
dorm rooms along with the usual
assortment of Ramen, toiletries and
Yaffa blocks on September 2nd and 3rd
as students quickly realized that the
Barone Campus Center was hardly
completed.
"I was pretty excited to have a brand
new campus center," s'Sxd Mark
Sheridan '03. "But when I went to check
my mail and buy my books, I felt more
like I was in a really dirty Home Depot."
While many students left Fairfield
in May expecting shiny new buildings
to welcome them in the fall, those same
students returned to sights that have
become far too familiar to Fairfield
University in past years: large
construction vehicles, loud noises,
closed facilities and brown, dead grass.
"This could easily be one of the
most beautiful campuses in the
Northeast," said Rachel DiPerna '02.
"Yet, it's almost impossible for me to
remember a time when the entire
campus looked great."
According to Richard I. Taylor Jr.,
Associate Vice President for Campus
Planning and Operations, the
university's construction and renovation
project, which was supposed to be

completed before students return this fall,
met many unexpected delays and
completion is not expected until early
October.
"Although the mailroom and the
faculty dining rooms are currently open
in the campus center, site work and final
landscaping are still being completed and
the main cafeteria and lobby are
undergoing finishing touches," Taylor
said.
However, some projects were
completed in time for the return of
Fairfield's students. The DiMennaNyselius library renovation has been
completed and the 113,000 square foot
facility is currently open.
'The library looks really great," said
Erin Casey '02. "It definitely makes
studying a better process. But wasn't the
library delayed last year too?"
-Megan LaVolsi contributed to this
report.
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September 2
10:39 a.m. - Report of Disorderly Conduct near Regis Hall. Students were found
throwing water balloons at the freshman orientation committee. The students were
apprehended and the case was referred to Judicial.
3:50 p.m. - Elevator rescue in Kostka. The individual was freed and the elevator
was shut down. Maintanence was notified.
September 4
1:15 a.m. - Security assisted Student Services in shutting down a Townhouse party
where alcohol was served to minors. Students were referred to Judicial.
September 5
12:00a.,.- Drug Paraphenelia was found in the staircase in Campion.
11:26 a.m.- Reported theft of microwave and refridgerator in Kostka.
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September 6
5:34 p.m. - Theft from a locked closet in Loyola Hall was reported. Tools were
taken. There is no sign of forced entry.
September 7
9:12 p.m. - Two students possessing narcotics were found in Jogues Hall. The case
was referred to Judicial.
11:51p.m.- Student was apprehended in the Dolan Hall area for DWI. The student's
car was secured and the student was brought to the Health Center. The case was
referred to Judicial.
September 9
1:19 a.m. - A motor vehicle containing 11 people, 8 of which were non-students,
was stopped near Regis Hall. Alcohol was found in the car and confiscated. Nonstudents were escorted off campus, and a cab was called for the remaining three
students.
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So it's come to this...
Security at the beach takes residents by surprise
"You can tell that there are a lot of
cops around and they're very
protective," said Meghan Newman, a
senior beach resident. "At the first sign
of a party, they're on you. There are cops
at all gates at all times, breaking up
anything even close to a party, which is
not necessarily a good thing. It may be a
little excessive on the town's part."
Betz says that there has been

security passes will discourage "people
who don't have anything else to do from
coming down," she said.
"The major problem is kids not
being aware or respectful of other
people's property," said Vinnie Ragosta,
a senior living at the beach.
"A lot of it comes from non-beach
residents. Just be respectful, whether you
live at the beach or not. The point is if

guess it's just something they have to do
as a security measure," Newman said.
"I don't mind that at all."
Just when you thought issues about
However, underclassmen are more
Fairfield Beach were through, more
upset by the ruling.
security measures have been instituted
"Students work hard to save money
for this academic year.
for their dream house on the beach and
There is a new chain-link fence that
should be able to do with it as they
is blocking the entrance to the main path,
please," said sophomore Lisa Johnson.
"My friends and I are already planning
and a security booth in the parking lot.
for our senior house at the
For the first two weeks of
school, a guard, Sal Sheikh,
beach, and won't let anyone
will be on duty beginning at
stand in the way of it."
7:30 every night.
Some
students,
1 LANTERN POINT |
After the first two
including Betz, are cynical
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weeks of school, a guard will
as to whether the new
1
only be employed three
measures will be effective.
r
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nights a week. However,
In theory it's a nice step, but
Sheikh said that if
in reality do I think it's going
f
to work? No," she said.
continuous disturbances
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good idea actually to protect
In order to enter Lantern
the student residents down
Point from the gate, one must
at Lantern Point. But, like
present an identification card
anything else we need to
showing proof of residency
have a period where we
at the beach.
evaluate how this is
Additionally,
for
li ■
m
working,
and
make
gatherings, only 20 people
A ,"
are allowed in a house and
adjustments."
Others, like Sophomore
guest passes must be issued.
Mike Germano, don't seem
Students also cannot
til
r~
fllMlCMB
congregate on the porches or IgejsJuii^Iie poV^t.
Photo credit: Cristia Janowski to think highly of the new
wmJ^I
security measures.
outside.
"I think they are just trying to
These new rules were established by increased security recently because "it you're asked to leave, you leave, and if
the Lantern Point Association, not is. the first week of school and you're not invited, you don't go," he control The Point," said Germano, "and
if it is anything more than that, then the
Fairfield University, according to traditionally the first weekend always said.
"Don't come down here, you're just students should come together and try
Amanda Betz, President of the Student causes the most amount of chaos."
Beach Resident Association (SBRA).
Aside from the new security, many going to cause more problems for us," to do something about this."
"I'm not looking at anything as an
The new rules were accompanied by beach students still feel a twinge of said Betz. "It's going to hurt them
last spring's temporary injunction sourness when it comes to the injunction [underclassmen] in the longrun, not us." infringement of our rights," Betz said,
Student beach residents don't seem "but I do know it's a different Fairfield
prohibiting large events and gatherings against large gatherings on The Point.
"We can't have huge open parties on to mind the restrictive gates, guard, and than when I came."
on Lantern Point, such as Clam Jam.
Sheikh says that the main thing is Lantern Point like we used to do," said guest passes that are now necessary. 'T
that people have to be smart, but that he Betz.
"It's more privatized now, and
is working in favor of the students. "I'm
trying to help them out," Sheikh said. unfortunately it can't be a free for all."
"The students have been very good to Most parties must be kept to beach
me."
residents and their personal friends only,
Sheikh said that he tries to advise she said.
Newman feels that these security
the residents if they are being too loud
before the police come, to save the measures may be successful in
preventing mass amounts of people,
students from being ticketed.
But, Sheikh says, "I can only run especially underclassmen, from
wandering to the beach area. "It might
around so many times."
In addition to Sheikh, there have deter a lot of freshmen who come down
been more police patrolling the beach to the beach," Newman said. In the past
area, which hasn't gone unnoticed by there have been overwhelming amounts
of people flocking to the beach, and the
students.
By Kristen Delaney
MEDIA RELATIONS
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Write for News...

it's the best section, you know!
Call Allie at x6600
Meetings every Thursday at 6 in
Kostka basement
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Thou
shall
park
here
First the
Jeffersons, now
Father Kelley.
Fairfield's
President
moves to Round
Hill Road
But does he have a meal plan? Father Kelley's new pad.

By Susan Keane
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
The townhouses might be a little
more rowdy this year seeing that a long
time townhouse resident recently moved
out. Aloysius P. Kelley S.J., university
president recently moved into a house
located on Round Hill Road.
The university obtained ownership
of the residence on Round Hill when

Mrs. Frances Harde recently passed
away one year ago in August and willed
ownership of the house to the university.
She and her husband, Dudley,
moved into their house in 1947, the same
year that Fairfield's first class entered.
Since then, the Hardes had grown to love
their giant neighbor, Fairfield University.
"I think that it says a lot for the university when a couple makes such a generous contribution. They could have

easily given their house to their children,
and instead they gave it to us."
There are many people in this town
who do not appreciate the university's
presence, but here is one example of a
family who loved it," said Liz Grote
'04.
The house was given to the university with the intention that it be used
for housing and the university saw an
opportunity to make another townhouse

Photo credit: Campus Currents

available to students and also to make it
an attractive home for the President.
The house, which needed renovations such as improved electrical service
and a new furnace and roof, has also been
painted and landscaped in hopes that it
will be an attractive setting for receptions
and university functions.
The floor plan of the house includes
a kitchen, living room, dining room, library, office and bedrooms.

First Selectman primary held Tuesday
By Chris Zeitz
STAFF WRITER
For student-beach residents of Fairfield University, the upcoming town
elections may be the most significant in
the University's history.
The incumbent First-Selectmen, a
position equivalent with mayor, John

Metsopoulos, squared off in a hotly contested Republican primary Tuesday
against Selectman Mary CarollMirylees.
The winner will face Democratic
candidate Ken Flatto in November's
election.
Metsopoulos has held the town's
top-ranking position throughout a year

Classified

ADS

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
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1-800-222-4432
HELP WANTED!!!
Village Bagels
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Part Time/Full Time - Call Anthony @ ###-####

of controversy between full-time residents of Lantern Point and students who
rent out beach houses for the school
year.
Problems arose during last
September's Luau as a result of a high
number of alcohol-related hospitalizations which placed a demand on ambulances, leaving the remainder of the
town's population in jeopardy in the
event of an emergency.
As a result, Clam Jam 2001 was
placed on hold by a court ordered injunction issued in response to a suit leveled against student-residents of the
beach. Despite the injunction, an unofficial Clam Jam was held, however no
student organizations were responsible
for the private parties.
In the past, some of this expense
had been provided by student/University organizations.
As a result of the injucntion, student groups did not officially collect
funds forcing the town to pay for additional policing.
Metsopoulos has made his commitment to the interests of both students
and residents a central issue. In a meeting with the FUS A Senate in February,
Metsopoulos urged, "If you guys
(FUSA) see a problem coming up, I
want the kind of dialogue where we can

get it solved."
Metsopoulos also called for a "fair
balance" between the interests of residents
and non-residents of the beach.
Metsopoulos attended last Thursday
night's bowling event and met with numerous Fairfield University students. One
student who attended this activity, Chris
Bock '04, paraphrased the incumbent's
message as, "If we vote for the other (candidate) we'll lose the beach."
The College Republicans have been
aiding University students in the registering for both the primary and general elections in November. Though they do not
discourage students from registering for
the Democratic Party (whose candidate
is Ken Flatto), they have endorsed John
Metsopoulos for both the Republican primary and the general election.
John Paul Marini of the College Republicans stated that he believes
Metsopoulos will best represent the "students' interests."
According to the Connecticut Post,
there are more than 11,000 registered
Republicans in Fairfield. Additionally,
within just a few hours of work outside
the Campus Center this past Thursday, the
College Republicans had 120 newly
filled-out voter registration forms.
See "SOME" on p. 6
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Today our nation saw evil*
-President Bush

Students across the nation
react to 'modern day
PearlHarbor'
By Stephen J. Fulhart and
Reid Silverman
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA (UWIRE) The terrorist attacks on New
York's World Trade Center and the
Pentagon in Washington have stunned
U.S. citizens, including those currently
attending colleges and universities, those
who have not lived through world wars
and major conflicts half a world away.
"This is the Pearl Harbor of our
generation," Emily Briley, a student at
the University of Tennessee said online.
Many other college students from
across the nation echo her reaction.
The biggest incidents of the past 20
years have involved a space shuttle
crash, small strikes on small nations and
a homegrown terrorist attack in the
southern Midwest.
There is nothing to compare with
this most recent atrocity in the eyes of
many students.
"Oklahoma City was scary," said
James O'Sullivan, who attends the
University of Texas-Austin, "This was
terrifying."
"I was in complete shock," said
Lock Haven University student Kelly
Lewis. "I was always just kind of under
the assumption that nothing of this
magnitude would ever happen without
any warning. This attack has taken
everyone by surprise."
News of the morning's events
spread quickly, both through media
outlets and word of mouth.
"I had a friend call me and tell me,"
said O'Sullivan, who had just woke up.

"I was somewhat speechless."
"A friend told me to put on CNN,"
Briley said. "When I saw what had
happened, my heart started to race."
"I was writing a memo that was due
for a class when my roommate came back
from the shower and turned on the cable,"
said Cody Mattson, who attends Colorado
College of the Mines. "I was mad, sad
and shocked all at the same time."
But for Mattson and other students,
the classes went on. Many universities
continued with a normal day's schedule,
with the exception of a few schools.
Opinions varied amongst students as to
whether or not classes should have been
held.
"People like myself actually care
about what's happening, and it's a state
of emergency, but I know tons of people
who don't care one bit and are using this
time to party," June Hopkins said online,
whose classes at Florida State were
cancelled. "It's really disgraceful."
"My classes were a productive
discussion of the events," Mattson said,
"so if that is representative of the classes
in other colleges, then classes aren't a bad
thing today."
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
proclaimed Dec. 7,1941 as "a date which
will live in infamy." To that end,
September 11, 2001 will most likely be
remembered in the same context, students
agree.
Iowa State student Vince Stephans
also looked back at U.S. history as
guidance for the near future.
"One of America's oldest mottos is
'Don't Tread On Me,'" he said. "We'll
just see what happens now."

One witness's account of
the attack at the World
Trade Center
David Tarrant
DALLAS MORNING NEWS
From his office on the 54th floor
of the World Trade Center, Kevin
Cronin was admiring his view of a
sparkling blue sky. It was 8:45 a.m. and
the law firm executive could see for
miles.
Across the hall, Martha Quatararo,
Cronin's colleague in the accounting
division of Sidley Austin Brown &
Wood, was checking her e-mail.
Another co-worker, Kathryn Manukas,
was talking to a company colleague in
Hong Kong.
. Suddenly, the ordinary workday
scene was shattered.
"I heard this loud "Whoosh!"'
Cronin, 49, said.
Then came the bizarre sight of a
jetliner roaring past, followed by a
terrifying explosion and fiery debris
hurtling past his window from
somewhere above.
"When the plane hit, the building
shook like a ship in a storm. I thought
the building was going to come down
right then and there."
Cronin and Quartararo ran into the
hallway, which already smelled of jet
fuel.
Manukas shouted into the phone:
"I have to get off now! The floor is
shaking!"
They were in one of the two World
Trade Center towers where more than
50,000 people work. The New York/
Chicago-based firm has offices around
the country, including in Dallas.
Numerous fire drills taught the
three co-workers to assemble in the
center of the floor where the hallways
intersected. There they entered a
stairwell and began a nerve-wracking
descent that would take nearly an hour
to complete.
The stairwell was hot - "It felt like
120 degrees," Cronin said. It was
crowded and smoky. Quartararo

credited firemen climbing the stairs with
keeping people calm. "They were
saying: "Don't worry. Just go down
calmly."
As they walked downstairs, they
learned that two airplanes had hit both
towers. "Then we knew it was some
coordinated attack - not an accident,"
Cronin said.
At the bottom floor, a mall-like
setting with shops, the scene was "an
absolute mess," Cronin said. "Sprinklers
were running and smoke billowed all
around. It was like a rain forest."
A fireman emerged from the smoke
and urged them to flee. "Run as fast from
the building as you can," he shouted.
They headed toward the East River.
They had gone only a few hundred yards
when they heard another explosion. They
turned to see one of the towers collapse.
"Here we had escaped this whole
mess inside the building and we felt we
were going to be killed by this building
falling on us," Cronin said.
At this point, the trio split up.
Quartararo ducked into a deli briefly, but
she still felt in danger. "You couldn't see
your hand in front of your face. ... If
(Tower) II went down, then I figured
(Tower) I would go too."
Meanwhile, Cronin stumbled
toward his firm's other office on Third
Street. All around him, people covered
in soot and ash wandered about, choking,
screaming, and crying. "It was like one
of those old war movies where people
are running away from the battle."
A few hours later, the trio of
coworkers reunited at that office, crying
with relief, counting their blessings and
wondering about their - and their
country's - future.
"People can't live in fear," Cronin
said. "This cannot stand. There must be
a reckoning."
For Quartararo, the future looked as
hazy as the scene at the World Trade
Center earlier that day.
"I don't know what's going to
happen."

For up to date information on these events,
visit www.fairfieIdmirror.com
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Some residents
opposed to
Metsopolous

Fairfield students
and faculty react
to the attacks

Continued from p. 4

Continued from p. 1

However, not everyone is in favor
of Metsoppoulos. In an antiMetsopoulos web site (http://
anybodybutjohn.com) that endorses both
Caroll-Mirylees and Ken Flatto, a banner reads, "Go John Go ... Away."
In an email response to a request
asking for a statement concerning Fairfield University's relationship with Lantern Point, Flatto wrote: "I have always
believed that working out long-term
beach area issues requires regular honest dialogue between all groups. As prior
First Selectman, I included FUSA representatives in all joint meetings because
the University community can and must
help protect the quality of life for all
neighbors. I am convinced it is possible
to solve problems by working cooperatively and pledge to do my best to help
make that happen."

the student dinner at the Campus Center
Tuesday night along with Campus Ministry.
"Our concerns are with students
who have lost family or friends," said
Bill Schimpf, Vice President of Student
Services. "Our thoughts are with these
people as we try and figure out what this
means."
Schimpf continued: "It's difficult
to interpret."
While students struggled to find
meaning or reason behind the senseless
loss of life, the gravity of the situation
was very apparent.
"This is something we will remember forever," said Aileen Rueter '03.
Meanwhile, closer to the city in
Stamford, guests of the Marriott hotel
filled the lobby watching for updates on
television. Other guests flocked to the
top floor, where Vuli's restaurant offered
a look at the destruction close by in New
York.
"I can't believe that this is happening," said Miguel Perez, manager of
Vuli's. "We'll never look out that window again and see the same New York
skyline."
Many students rushed to give blood
in the aftermath. Christina Clark '03 was
one of the student s who volunteered to
drive individuals to and from the facilities.
"We went (to donate blood) after the
mass," she said. "It was packed. There's
not that much that we can do though. I
guess we just needed to come together
today."
In an effort to better educate and
help students understand the who and
why of the terrorist attack, Professor
Marci Patton hosted and educational forum on terrorism in Donnarouma during the day and later that night in
Gonzaga.
Two hijacked passenger planes had
slammed into the upper levels of the
building spreading fires and smoke
quickly. Meanwhile, two more hijacked
planes crashed in a remote area of Pennsylvania and into The Pentagon, the heart
and soul of America's military might.
Shortly after the collisions, the
Trade Center towers would crumble to
the city below, swallowing firemen, police officers and paramedics while DC.
would scramble to evacuate other areas
that seemed vulnerable.
While students still struggle to make
sense out of Tuesday's tragic events,
there is still a great deal of hope left in
many if not all.
"President Bush said tonight that
'today our nation saw evil," Sheridan
said. "While that may be true, we also
saw that in times of great need this school
and this country will pull together to remain strong and defy those lined up
against us."

CAMPUS BOOKSTORES
LIKE TO STICK IT TO YA.
High prices. Long lines.
Sound familiar?

P

ecampus.com knows you're broke and
strapped for time. That's why we make
shopping for textbooks and stuff as easy,
fast, and cheap as possible. You'll find what
you need and you'll get it up to 50% OFF.
Plus, you'll experience convenient online
shopping 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. No
lines. No waiting.

Want more cash back? Sell your books to ecampus.com
and watch for the check in the mail. We'll give you 50% back on
the new book price for the Top 50 buyback books. That's half back!
You don't need basic college mathematics to know that's
a lot of cash.

The Mirror will stay on
top of any further
developments regarding
this tragedy. Updates
will be posted at
www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Attack on Washington D.C.
Chicago Tribune
VIA KRT CAMPUS
WASHINGTON - Some of
America's most prominent symbols of
power, from the
White House to the
Washington
Monument to the
Capitol,
were
evacuated Tuesday
after a plane crashed
into the Pentagon.
Filthy smoke
from the Pentagon
fire
rose
into
otherwise blue skies
above the National
Mall while fire trucks
and ambulances,
sirens blaring, tried to
make their way in
every direction along
traff ic-j ammed
streets in the city's
center.
Secret Service,
state and local police
immediately shut
down a two-block
area around the White
House. Tourists and
office
workers
packed the sidewalks
and parks or fled downtown. Museums,
roads and parts of the subway system
were closed. F-16 fighter jets were
patrolling the skies above the Pentagon
and Washington.

Two eyewitnesses to the Pentagon
crash told the Chicago Tribune that they
saw a plane flying just above Interstate
Highway 395 at high speed and far too
low to reach Ronald Reagan National

spewing metal debris and smoke
everywhere, witnesses said.
Charles Lewis, 30, was at work in
the building's command center when he
saw the news that the World Trade

Airport on the other side of the Pentagon.
The plane struck the Pentagon, the
nation's largest office building, about
9:40 a.m. EDT It crashed into the nearcenter of the building, exploding and

Center in New York City had been hit
by two planes. He frantically tried to call
his mother, who works in that area, when
his own office shuddered and exploded.
Fellow workers pulled him through

COUNSELING SERVICES
Dolan Center

a hole in the wall to safety.
"I couldn't see anybody else inside.
I was thrown up against the wall," said
Lewis, a civilian employee at the
Pentagon, as he limped along the grass
outside the Pentagon,
his white uniform
soiled by blood.
Peggy Mencl of
Alexandria, Va., tried
to call her relatives on
her cell phone, but
service
was
unavailable
throughout most of the
city.
Finally, when she
was able to get through
to her husband's voice
mail at the State
Department, Mencl
left this message: "The
Pentagon blew up. I'm
okay. I'm outside."
At the Pentagon,
as thousands of
workers were walking
or running in all
directions to get away
from the building or
searching for trained
medical personnel to
help
with
the
wounded, a red truck
buzzed by on the road and,-over a
megaphone, the fleeing "Sure I've
imagined it," Byrd said. "I've long been
fearful that something like this could
happen."

Village Bagels Deli & Grill

Personal stressors can often get in the way of you achieving your goals.

At Fairfield Ut you don't have
to deal with your problems alone
anxiety ~ depression ~ disordered eating ~ loneliness ~ procrastination
substance abuse ~ family problems ~ academic stress - surviving trauma
gay/lesbian issues ~ self esteem ~ relationship conflicts ~ loss of a loved one

Call x2146 for an appointment

Not Just Soph

Or email: counseling@mail.fairfield.edu
We pride ourselves on serving o wide range mem to ptec.se of. cur wslcrners,
Individual counseling, crisis intervention, group support, psychiatric consultation, and referral

FALL

2001 GROUPS

Body Image & Healthy Eating (meets once a week for week for 4 weeks) A group for
women who struggle with disordered eating - this group will help participants make peace
with food, and live with more joy and self-acceptance.
Clean, Sober & Alive! (meets weekly throughout the semester) A recovery support group
for those who have committed themselves to a clean and sober lifestyle. Participants will
be encouraged to share their successes and struggles in recovery on and off campus.
How much is tOO much? (meets weekly throughout the semester) A group for those who
wonder: Do I drink too much? What is out of control? ... But, it's not that bad...(?)
Men's Work (meets weekly throughout the semester) A group for those concerned about
their ability to cope with and express anger in a healthy way. Participants witt gam
understanding of the source#fwotence«nd learn strategies to become more proactive
BfWking Up it far* to St. (m*et,m~ewc**fr4*e*ks)Ha«m9a tough'llte »e
relationship? Just had a painful break-up? This group will help you. Participants will explore
relationship dynamics, communication, and the unhealthy games.
For more information and to reserve a place, call x2146 (space is limited)

Serving Breakfast & Lunch
•20 Varieties of Fresh Bcgsl's & 13 Varieties of Oeam Cheese
•Fresh Muffins
•Gourmet Flavored Coffee's, Herbal Tea's
& Fresh Fruit Smoothies
•Homemade Soups prepared daily
•Hot Homemade Specialty Sandwiches •Daily Specials
40 Sandwiches to choose from on your choke ol Bagel, Grinders, Portuguese
Rcils, Wraps. White, Wheat or Rye Bread.

•Cold Cut Platters. Sandwich Platters, 3-12 ft. Grinders.
Fresh Fruit Platters & Hot Special
653 Post Road, FalrfleW, a 06430
lAaoo frjm Mcnhdh StaRJfcfi C*^^

Ptwot ttfltt) XJHW *fwfBI| tt***w
Mwi-Sat6.00om-5pm
Available /
Sun 7>00«m • 400pm
I0ce Discount vAmriPiit 10
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Campus
Take a bite out of crime!
You can't be too careful nowadays...
By Chris Zietz
STAFF WRITER
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You had every intention of studying
in the quad on a beautiful, early autumn
day, but the appeal of wiffleball or
napping is sometimes unavoidable—we
all know that it is—-and so you leave one
or two of your priceless books
unattended.
. Most of the time,there won't be any
problems, but the opportunity for theft
is the first step towards shelling out
$61.50 for your second purchase of the
same book.
Now, the next time you see an
unattended backpack, consider what you
have in your own. Cellphone? Beeper?
Wallet? Please don't steal that next
unattended backpack; that's not the point
of this article.
What I am trying to stress is
personal discretion with items that
someone else may want to take from you.
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Don't leave yourself open to theft.
Whenever you have a community
that numbers in the thousands living
relatively close together, the possibility
of theft is ever present.
With several guarded steps,
however, one can reduce the risks of

Photo: Kristia Janowski

crime.
If you're leaving something behind,
have a friend watch it. This pertains to
all places on campus; the library,
cafeteria, classrooms, etc.
If you trust someone—or at least

know where they live—they can stand
vigil over that incredibly well-written
text, book that you could not possibly
bear to part with.
Similarly, there is a common
practice of leaving a book-bag or jacket
behind at a table in the Campus Center,
so as to reserve that table during peak
hours.
This can be a huge risk to your
property, because you are placing your
faith in the masses.
You probably lock the doors to your
car and your dorm room. In fact, this
has probably become a habit. Take a
few moments to avoid presenting other
opportunities for theft.
If you do this, you will help to
ensure that you have a happy and
successful year.
Mostly, people are trustworthy and
would not steal your backpack while you
were distracted. A little caution,
however, can go a long way.

A new handbook = a safer Fairfield?
A "handier" handbook allows for easier access to campus information
helpful because it was a place to turn to
before going to the R.A. (Resident
Assistant)," said Arrighi. "We used it to
show us how to set up voicemail and our
A sleeker and chubbier student pipeline accounts."
Although the handbook got a new
handbook was given to each and every
Fairfield student upon their arrival this face-lift, only one moderate change was
year, in an effort to offer students a .made in regards to communication with
complete and updated guide to life at university officials.
Fairfield.
If a student disrespects an official
According to Mark Reed, the newly with any form of violence, the student
appointed dean of students, the only will be given a minimum sanction of 10
major changes to the student handbook hours of university service.
are format and appearance.
Although no changes have been made
"Our main objective was to put all to alcohol policy, a few alterations were
campus information into one book, made last January that will affect
rather than making students go to students, especially those who break any
rules off campus.
different sources," said Reed.
Fairfield instituted a policy that stated
"The new student handbook is broken
if
a student has three violations off
into five sections and two of the five
campus, he or she will be suspended
pertain to rules and regulations."
Each section is color coated and deals. from the university.
"I think that it is important for
with different issues, such as residence
life and housing, information services students to be aware of this policy, to
and on-campus resources.
read it and to understand that three
Technically, students should have offenses, regardless if they happen in the
everything they need to know at their same year or not, will result in
suspension," said Reed.
fingertips.
"The goal is to target those few
"Besides just looking much nicer
now, the new handbook is a lot easier to students who have real behavioral
use," said Jessica Colligan, '03. "They problems, and not to punish the majority
used to hand out three or four different of students who do obey the rules."
In addition to the new student
books, but now you can find all of the
information in one place."
handbook, students should pick up a
Lindsay Arrighi, '05, agrees. "It was Security pamphlet at the Security offices
By Laura Walsh
STAFF WRITER

in Loyola Hall.
to note that many serious crime incidents
Along with campus crime statistics, are in conjunction from the use of
it gives an overview of campus security alcohol. There were 718 liquor law
policy in terms of assault, rape and violations in the year 2000.
sexual assault harassment.
Ficko is hopeful that more students
According to Frank J. Ficko, the will take a glance at the new student
associate director of security, Fairfield's handbook and will be more aware of
most reoccurring problem is property alcohol offenses.
crimes. There were
114 incidents of
larceny-theft and 47
incidents of burglary
The 2000 crime report has been issued, which tells
students how many crimes occurred. Here's how
in 2000.
those numbers compared with 1999 totals.
"Fairfield is not a
magic bubble," said
Ficko. "We do have
our share of offenses,
iol Violations
Abuse Violations
but many of them are
2000:718
-2000:67
crimes of opportunity.
1999:383
1999:32
Students should lock
their doors when they
ns Possession
shower and keep their
2000:3
cars locked."
1999:2
Ficko also adds,
however, that Fairfield
Sj§jal Offenses
Arson
has the luxury of being
^T* 2000:1
-*
2000:0
able to close the
f I 1999:0
^r 1999: l
perimeter gates.
There are also 15
Aggravated Assault Larceny-Theft
emergency phones
* 2000:2
2000:114
around campus that
1999:2
i * 1999:114
students can use to call
security from just
Car Theft
2000:0
about any location.
200ft 47
1999:3
It is also important
1999:33
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You are not alone
We all need somebody to lean on...
By Stephanie Sierzputowski
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR
Never ending amounts of reading.
Feelings of homesickness. Not enough
time in the day to finish the enormous
amounts of things you need to get done.
The person you are living with is the
most horrible person imaginable and you
can't deal with them anymore.
Sometimes everything in your life
can pile up until it feels like you're being
suffocated by your own existence.
Instead of dealing with these
difficult times alone, it can often be to
your benefit to see a counselor, a neutral
party who can sit down with you and
help you work through your problems.
There are many such people at
Fairfield University who are here to
assist us, the students, in dealing with
feelings such as anxiety, depression,
loneliness, and low self-esteem.
They can work you through those
panicky sensations of procrastination,
academic stress, gay/lesbian issues, or
relationship conflicts. Issues like
substance abuse, family problems,
surviving trauma, loss of a loved one,
and eating disorders are all areas that
these counselors are trained and
experienced in dealing with.
Susan N. Birge, EdD. is the
Assistant Vice President for Student
Resources as well as the Director of
Counseling Services here at Fairfield.
Dr. Birge is herself the mother of
three college-age students, and clearly
very dedicated to her work.
"The staff at Counseling Services

Staff at Counseling Services meet to discuss the current issues on campus. Pictured
(from left): Leslie Emanuel, Susan Weingarten, Richard Radocchia, and Susan Birge.
advocates for prevention: 'deal with the
issue before it gets too big and disruptive
to your life...no problem is too small...if
it's bothering you...come in and talk
about it'," said Birge.
Among the staff of counselors are
many other committed personnel.
They include Elise Harrison, M.S.;
Richard Radocchia, M.S.W.; Diana

Benton, Psy. D.; Anne H. Cole, M.A.;
Leslie Emanuel; Susan Weingarten; Dr.
Robert Daly, Psychiatric Consultant; and
Dr. Charles Morgan, Psychiatric
Consultant.
The counseling services provide a
24 hour service that runs 7 days a week
for those who are emotionally distressed
and in need of some immediate advice.

Photo: Joshua O'Connell

The offices are located in the rear
of Dolan Hall, on the lower level.
You can see a counselor Monday
through Friday, from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm,
and also in the evenings by appointment.
To schedule a completely
confidential appointment, call extension
2146, or you can also send an email to
counseling@mail.fair-field, edu.

Home not-so-sweet home
Townhouse residents don't arrive to the cleanest of conditions
By Sara Carollo
STAFF WRITER
The excitement built as move-in day
approached. The townhouses were to
become our new residence, and good
riddance to dorm life.
There was only one problem
though... upon our arrival to this new
home, we were welcomed by filth.
It was obvious that our house had
been completely overlooked by the
university's summer cleaning.
Each room shared a common
characteristic; neglect. The rugs had
become inhabited by dust bunnies
galore, and had been embedded with last
years ABC gum. The walls were all
patched with spacle, but not yet painted.
A plethora of cigarette butts graced
the front and back steps of the house,
the shower doors off track, the porch
light broken, and a bed minus a mattress
that fit.
It was not the most pleasant of
sights, and it did not exactly feel warm
and fuzzy like home should.
Along with my housemates and my
discontent, our parents also were not
pleased. They know as well as we did
that yearly housing damage costs are

tacked onto our tuition bills.
What had Fairfield University done
with those funds if they neglected to use
them toward the town house?
The vice president of housing, John
Fitzpatrick, was contacted immediately
and informed us that our townhouse was
not the only one left out of the summer
cleaning agenda.

Apparently, the entire 15 block was
skipped by the university's cleaning
services. He was very receptive and
assured us that he would take care of our
situation.
There was some immediate action
by housing operations. The light and
mattress situations were taken care of
pronto.

Townhouse block 15 was not cleaned properly in time for the new residents.

Consequently, the cleaning that was
supposed to be completed by the 3rd of
September will not take place until
Columbus Day weekend, a time when
all of my housemates will be able to
evacuate the townhouse.
Until then, we scurry about, never
lacking some sort of footwear, in
unnecessary filth.

Photo: Joshua O'Connell
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I want my MP3!
Where to download your musk
By Joshua O'Connell
GRAPHIC ARTS EDITOR
A year ago, Napster was the king of
the MP3 - with so many users on at a
time, it was difficult to find a song
missing from their extensive database.
But things can change a lot in a year,
and now Napster is a virtual wasteland.
So where can MP3s be found today?
The good news is that with the death of
Napster, other alternatives have surfaced
and still offer a great way to download
music.
One of the easiest ways to find
music is to look within the network of
Fairfield University. Thanks to your
friends and neighbors, you're likely to
find a lot of different MP3s shared.
Downloading them is a snap - just drag
from their computer's folder into yours.

And the downloading times are fast
enough so you won't be waiting too long.
The drawback is that you have to search
one computer at a time to find it - not
good if you know what you want off the
bat. To take a look, just click on Network
Neighborhood (this requires that you
have a Windows-based PC).
That's when you turn to software.
Audiogalaxy (www.audiogalaxy.com),
which The Mirror highly recommended
last year, remains an excellent way to
findMP3s. Although they have put bans
in place on many of the MP3s that are
copyrighted, the search results will tend
to have 3 unbanned for every banned,
and 90% of the time an unbanned copy
of the same song is available. With a
little work, you can make it through and
find what you're looking for.
Some people, however, want to be

able to find more than just MP3s. How
about a movie? A music video? Enter
KaZaA (www.kazaa.com). KaZaA is a
new program that has taken off like fire
in the internet community because of
some interesting features it's added. For
instance, it will download from more
than one person at the same time to get
the file faster. So if 100 people are
sharing the file, it will take advantage of
the connections of as many qf them as it
can, creating a more likely chance you'll
get the song quickly. This is especially
important when you want to find movie
files.
A word of caution on KaZaA
though: they are planning on eventually
implementing blocks that require
payment for copyrighted MP3s, so
there's no guarantee that KaZaA will be

around much longer than that. They also
limit the quality of the MP3 file to keep
it from being true CD quality.
Other options are on the horizon too:
Napster is still planning on
implementing a paid service, and Scour,
a popular movie and music service, is
beta testing a new version. Other
companies are trying new ways of
staying alive in this legal battle over
downloading too, so even if the popular
services disappear others will arrive in
their wake.
We're interested in hearing about
other programs too. Are you aware of
any that are good for downloading? Let
us know by E-mailing Josh at
webmaster@in-pursuit.net - in a future
article for Campus Life more options
will be explored.
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1. What is the purpose of the College Democrats, other than debating
the difference between a pregnant
and dimpled chad?
We're supporting local Democratic
candidates like Julia Lundy for RTM.
We're doing other things with members of the state for Democratic politics, like registering voters, and we're
trying to promote awareness of social
issues with other clubs and on our own,
too.

i

r

2. Being a Democrat and president
of something important, I have to
ask: will you be having any interns
on your staff?
(laughs) No! Anyone is welcome to
join, but no interns, thanks.
3. What does an on-campus political
organization offer our school, aside
from the creation of debates that
stem all-out campus wars that will
result in the destruction of Dolan
Hall by missile in the year 2004
(you've been warned)?
Well, we're going to do some fun things
on campus, like co-sponsor a dance.
We've been challenged to a bowling
match by the Republicans. Most of the
things regarding social issues we're going to do on campus every month.
We're going to be more focused on
campus than the republicans were last
year.
4. Aside from a sneaky little call out
in a recent Fairfield Now, what made
you decide to launch college democrats?
Well, I was looking for it at the activities fair when I was a freshmen, and I
was amazed to find it wasn't there. I've
wanted to start it since then. It's crazy
to have just one political organization.
You need both to have a good political
atmosphere. Politics is pretty important - people need to know more about
it so that's why we have these clubs.
5. With the youth of America avoiding voting booths like the plague,
does a political organization truly
help to rev people up for an election
and be active in politics?

Well, it's one of our goals. I don't know
how successful you could say we are.
CT state College Democrats registered
over 4500 voters and well over 90% on
several campuses in the state and they
provided transportation to the polls on
elections. It's part of the process.
6. Aside from turning JFK from a respected president into cardboard
cutie, what events are the college
democrats planning?
Well, for the fall we plan to be heavily
involved in Julia's campaign for RTM.
We'll have some fun things with the
Republicans [and] on our own. We need
to meet with the group though - they all
have to have a say in what happens. .
So the Democrats are being democratic
in their planning...
7. Are all these things you're telling
me you're planning just campaign
promises or will you actually hold true
to your word?
I will very definitely hold true to my
word.

This week: Caroline Conway
President, College Republicans
students, both at the beach and on campus. I don't mean only in the sense of
being able to live on the beach or have
parties at the beach. There's a lot of animosity on all sides and I would like that
to change. I'm not idealistic enough to
think that we can do that, but it would
be nice if we could make some progress.
11. Be honest: is starting this club just
part of your plan for world domination?
Definitely not.
Good. Then I won't have competition.
12. Let's play the pyramid: JFK, Bill
Cligton, Gary Gondit...
Ooh. Their fidelity is lacking.
Ooh. Good call. (DING!)
13. Better potato chip: Ruffles or Cape
Cod?
Cape Cod.
14. Are you into the reality TV shows,
or are you more interested in the fake
lives that we're living on campus?
I really am not a fan of reality TV shows.
They don't do it for me.

9. Are you afraid of a discrimination
lawsuit if a non-college student wants
to be a part of your organization?
Uh, no, that thought hadn't really entered
my mind.
Oh good then, because my father wants
to join.

15. Which is worse: the TV show
"Caroline in the City" or the Neil Diamond song "Sweet
Caroline"?
You know, to be honest, I've never gotten
sick of anyone singing
"Sweet
Caroline." I love
when people sing
that.
So "Caroline in the
City" is worse?
Well, we all know
that show didn't fare
well. It did get cancelled.
OK then. "Caroline
in the City," you are
the weakest link.
Good-BYE!

10. What would you say is the most
important issue facing students right
now that College Democrats would
like to be able to improve?
I would like to improve relations with
the residents of the town and University

16. So, how was
your summer?
Pretty good.
I
worked most of the
summer at Blockbuster.

8. In your opinion, did Gore get ripped
off of a win last fall? Or did he just
create an ulcer for the country for a
few weeks?
I think it's sketchy that it's the state of
Florida and the governor of the state is
one of GW's relatives. I think that it's
wrong both in the far history and this past
year that someone should be able to win
the popular vote and lose the election.
It doesn't make any sense, I understand
the reasoning behind it but don't agree
with this.

Cheers

Send in your Cheers &
Boos to the Mirror today! Mail: Box AA

to the first
weekend at
Fairfield
CW9T Jvlt Bvtxrhina
Beach.. .to
Alli's 21st birthday...to the Michael
Jackson reunion tour...to kegs at the
Loud house...to sunny beach days...to
90210...to the monkey keg...to V.R.'s
monkey impression...to hooking up in
the triple...to Sunday night dinners...to
great housemates—I love you! ...to Testa
fixing our screen door...to Claver 212-sure beats Dolan!...to the new hockey
player...to OAR...to having Bill Clinton

as your house mascot...to chance
encounters...to baby's first dictionary...to
JFK...to
awesome
freshman
neighbors...to College Democrats...tc
new friend...to the start of a great nev
year...to watching tv...to growing up...tc
Alii having a man...to the shrine...tc
daytime TLC.to the new Victoria's
Secret...to 153...to the block party...tc
Kara's field hockey skills...to Tom anc
Julie's killer facilitator group...to having
a car...to "I did not have sex with tha
woman"...to me and my real tig!
homeboy Kath going to the moon...

^

to living in a triple...to waking up with
random bruises...to the start of
classes...to sketchy guards at the
point...to Holly the landlord...to finding
a millipede in our house...to mean boys
who think they're all that...to nonmoveable furniture...to Testa breaking
our screen door...to the security at the
beach...to the network still not
working...to College Republicans...to
sucky old friends...to voice mail...to
stupid PSCs on local calls...to Irish flags
on the wall...to listening to music...to
stupid puzzle frames...to crooked posters

Make any money?
Yeah, it wasn't too bad.
That's cool.
17. Which artist should just stop
recording music?
Britney Spears. I'm so sick of her.
18. Would you agree with me
that the people in Jogues could
kick the asses of those in Dolan?
(laughs) I've never visited either
building very much
Yeah, I know. I've lived in both.
But I visited you!
Excuses, excuses... you know we
could kick their ass.
19. Do you think that the Campus Center construction will be
done by the time the freshmen
graduate?
I certainly hope so!
20. Any last words?
I really hope to see people get involved more on campus, whether
it's with College Democrats or
anything else, because there's a lot
out there that's pretty interesting
that everyone should know about.

W
on
the
wall.. .to
a
!
injuries...to
getting in
trouble for a party they didn't have...to
tickets at the beach...to lying security
guards...to the new phone plan...to
Sodexho...to awesome parking...to
awkward back to school hugs...to
ticketing early...to not being able to find
Ben for so long... to Ed's awful
cheers...to roommates who don't know
how to use plungers for their poop...
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factual information.
The Mirror is located in the basement of Kostka Hall

[editorial]

The darkest of days,
the brightest of hopes
Tuesday morning, ignorance, hatred and religous
fanatacism destroyed the international symbols of capitalism and shook the foundations of democracy around
the world.
In the- process, this "faceless coward" of
indespicable terror forever decimated the families of
thousands of civilians, leaving children never again with
parents, sisters and brothers.
To our generation, September 11, 2001 will be remembered as the day we forever lost our youth; remembered as our Pearl Harbor, our Cuban Missile Crisis, our Zepruder film.
But in the chaotic hours of that morning and early
afternoon, America, and likewise the community of
Fairfield University, responded, and continues to respond, to this unthinkable disaster in a maturing and
ideal fashion.
The Mirror would like to commend the administrative members of the division of student services,
campus ministry and counseling services for their untiring and profound efforts during this time of American tregedy.
The number of university students, many of whom
affected by this tragedy themselves, should also be admired for their efforts, whether for giving blood, consoling their neighbors or attending a campus religous
service.
As a community, Fairfield University has begun to
overcome what was possibly the worst of all American
tragedies, and only as a community will we, as a university and as a nation, begin to put this fateful day
behind us.
In the end, The Mirror would like to extend our
deepest personal sympathies to those that have been
affected by this horrendous tragedy. Let us never forget September 11th; a day in which the world stopped
in shock and rose together in love and brotherhood to
announce that we will not bow down to these cowardly attacks.

WANT TO WRITE FOR
COMMENTARY?
HAVE IDEAS OR
OPINIONS THAT YOU
WANT TO HAVE
HEARD?
EMAIL US AT
www.fairfieldmirror.com

" letters to the editor]

Hi. My Name is Joe.
To the Editor:
I would like to take this time
to introduce myself to the Student Body and welcome everyone back. My name is Joseph
Piagentini and I am the President
of the Student Association.
For those of you who do not
already know what the President
does, here is your chance to find
out. My role on campus is to
represent and serve the student
body. I am here to make sure
that the student voice is being
heard and your concerns are being met. Part of this process includes sitting on many different
meetings and committees to execute the student demands.
I am also writing to let you
know that this is a new administration and with that there is
change. In the past I have felt
as if the opinions of the student
body has been lost. Part of this

administration is working on
putting this association back in
the hands of the students. lam
letting you know that when you
accepted to come to Fairfield,
you also became a member of
the Student Association. That
means you are welcome to take
part in all FUSA events. You
are encouraged to show up at
the FUSA office and talk to the
other members.
I just want you to know
that I am here for you. I want
to find out what are the students
concerns and the best way for
me to do that is communication. To make this most efficient I set up an email account
that can be accessed 24 hours
a day: FUSAPresident@
campus.fairfield.edu that I do
check regularly and you can
also call the FUSA office at
254-4040. Just to reiterate,
communication is what is go-

ing to make this year more beneficial for all of us. So please
do not hesitate to email me or
call the FUSA office. I hope
you had a great start on the year
and I look forward to seeing all.
of you throughout the year.

Sincerely,
Joseph Piagentini
F.U.S.A. President

Stagstock a Success!
To the Editor:
This past Saturday, The
Ham Channel sponsered its 3rd
Annual Week of Welcome concert, Stagstock. Following the
failure of last year's event, anything would have been a success;
however, the headliner band, Of
A Revolution (O.A.R.), proved
to draw a significant and lively
crowd. As executive producer
of the station and director of the
event, I'd like to thank the cosponsers FACE, WVOF, IRHG,
and FUSA for making it possible, the Media Center and Ham
Channel for making it successful, and the students for making
it worthwhile.
So often do Fairfield students get labeled 'apathetic', but
this weekend was different. The
student body responded favorably to this event on campus, and
hopefully it will be the start of a
new trend in campus attendance.
Fairfield, thank you. Contrary
to an editorial in an edition of
last spring's Mirror, The Ham
Channel redeemed ourselves.
Stagstock was a success!
WVOF started off the afternoon broadcasting music in the

quad before Tim Warren's band
Karmageddon opened up at 6.
Tim and his boys set the stage
and got the audience off their
feet. By 8, we were ready for
the main event, and as O.A.R.
began their set, people poured
out of the residence halls. The
night was full of energy, and
even the lead singer interupted
his performance to commented
on the positive feelings among
the croud.
We at the Ham Channel
thoroughly enjoyed making
this event happen, but without
your appreciation it would not
have been a success. If you
missed the concert or want to
catch it again, it will be shown
on the Ham Channel all month,
Channel 64. Once again, I'd
like to thank everyone responsible for the show, and all in attendance.
I hope everyone had as
great a day as I did, and we'll
see you all next year!
Sincerely,
Sarah Courtney '03
Ham Channel Executive Producer

To the Editor:
I'd like to thank everybody who came to Stagstock
this year. I think it would be
safe to say that we didn't expect to fill the Quad. Thank
you for putting to rest (at least
temporarily) the myth of Fairfield student apathy.
Karmageddon and O.A.R.
each put on a hell of a show and
we were all excited to see the
positive response from the students and others who came to
see the concert. Maybe it was
for the free food or the laundry-day-extending free t-shirts,
but I'm pretty sure everyone
had a good time.
Thanks to FACE, FUSA,
IRHG, WVOF, and the HAM
Channel for organizing this
event. And special thanks to
Subway and Pizza Med.
Finally, sympathy is extended to those who were injured in the crowd. And if you
lost your shoes or cell phones,
well, they're gone.
Sincerely,
Kristen E. Romanelli, '03
Director of Programming
The HAM Channel

Check out page 16 for more Stagstock pictures and fun!
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Coming together as a people of faith
By Amy Womack
COMMENTARY EDITOR
I went to sleep on Monday night not
knowing how much the world would be
a changed place when I woke up. I got
an instant message from a friend in
Syracuse. "Amy, turn on the news. Bad
things are happening." Every station
had the same image of the Twin Towers and the dark billow of smoke rising
up and filling the city.
My roommate and I stood there
aghast with questions running through
our heads. Many questions still go unanswered while the nation tries to
slowly pick up the pieces. Our university, nonetheless, has proven to be a
strong institution during what appears
to be the nation's weakest moment in
history.
Not more than a few hours after disaster struck, signs and flyers for an afternoon community mass were in the
cafeteria and residence halls. As the two
o'clock church bell rang, hundreds of
students flocked out of their rooms.
People drove in from off campus and
faculty members also joined the huge
crowd on the chapel grass. Before the
mass started, members of campus ministry passed around tissues and offered
consoling words.
An eerie quiet came over the solemn community as the procession
emerged from the Egan Chapel doors.
It was so quiet and sunny outside, the

birds were chirping and life was beautiful. Helicpoters buzzed overhead towards the city where less than a hundred
miles away, life was frozen in time and
the world seemed to be ending.
Of the two years I have attended mass
as a student at Fairfield University, I have
never felt or seen something so powerful
as the immediate response the students
gave on Tuesday. Father Carrier in his
homily said, "We need each other now
more than usual. We are a family and a
community. Coming together is a powerful sign that we are not alone." That
was quite evident in the way the entire
student body and the administration have
reacted so quickly and lovingly.
Counesling Services has done a phenomenal job reaching out to the students.
I had at least three counselors come into
my room or stop me in the halls to ask
me if I was ok or if I knew someone who
needed help. The efforts of Campus Ministry to encourage hope and continual
prayer has not stopped yet. Teachers and
the administration want to talk about it
and make better understanding of what
has happened.
I am so impressed with our school. I
commend both the students and the administration for coming together and supporting one another. What stands out
most in my mind are words that Father
Carrier says towards the end of every
mass. "Because God is for us, who can
ever be against us?" Keep the faith out
there. My prayers are with you.

Hey America, let's be civil
By Heather Spaide
COPY EDITOR
Tuesday morning, before the Twin
Towers and the Pentagon were hit, The
New York Times ran an article about a
truck driver in Los Angeles who accir
dentally struck and killed a 4-year-old
boy while pulling into a Taco Bell. As
soon as the truck driver, Candelario
Flores, stepped out of his vehicle, he
was attacked by more than 20 people.
As the 4-year-old boy lay dead, the
angry crowd beat Flores until" he had
sustained severe injuries to the head and
needed reconstructive eye surgery. The
article says that while the boy was black
and Flores, Hispanic, the beating was
not a hate crime. It then quotes the L.A.
Police Sergeant John Pasquariello as
saying, "[Tjhe crowd wanted some sort
of revenge. It was somewhat of a mob
vigilante mentality."
Contrary to what the article says, I
think the beating was a hate crime, not
generated across religious or racial
lines, but purely from the anger that
arises from seeing an innocent life taken

away.
Many people, including myself,
hold children to be the purest manifestation of innocence on Earth, and to see
a child killed would be the epitome of
injustice. I think many of the attackers
reacted to the boy's death out of anger,
fear, helplessness and despair. It is obvious that their reaction only heightened
the tragedy of that situation. And the
boy's death was an accident.
I do not say this to trivialize the
boy's life or downplay the fact that he
was killed, only to make a point. I do
realize that this was one incident, but I
think the mob's reaction gives us a
frightening example of how Americans
react to the loss of innocence. We get
angry.
I am angry and horrified. I'll be
the first to admit that the potential repercussions of Tuesday's violence terrifies me. The idea that Americans, as
individuals and as one nation, may react out of the same anger, fear and helplessness as the mob in California scares
me even more.
Yes, we have been attacked and

Mack & Keane's
likes and gripes

Thumbs Up... rJm

r

...Thumbs Down

Dorm Stormin'

cracking Down.

The new cafeteria

serving it Up.

Fr. Kelley's new digs

Upscaled townhouse.

Juniors in the dorms

totally sucks.

Beach Security

fences Up.

Victoria's Secret opening
O.A.R.
Band of BrOS

take it off.

crazy game of surfs Up.
technical Up, plot Down.

Campus construction

what's the hold Up?

No luau?

it'll happen anyway.

| FUSS Bus
many innocents have been unjustly
ripped from our lives. It almost feels to
me like Innocence itself is lost as a virtue. Even so, I think that we have an
obligation as individuals and as a nation
to RESPOND, not react; I fear the hatred that reactions will spawn.
Hate cannot put our country back
together, only create more divides and
hurt. It is the enemy, and given any validity, I believe that Hate will rise as a
tyrant and rule in despotism. My neighbors are from the Middle East, but they
love America just as much as my family. They are not the enemy, nor are any
other Americans of Middle Eastern descent.
I don't presume to know any answers for the United States, Israel, Palestine, Afghanistan or any other country torn by war. But until I am given a
positive avenue through which to help,
I will keep the. country, all the victims
and their families and friends in my
prayers.

shut Down!

ATTENTION

All Underclassmen and
Non-Beach Residents
In light of the current injunction facing Lantern Point residents, non-student residents of the area are kindly
requested to avoid the beach if they
do not have a definite destination in
mind. Wandering the foot paths and
congregating in the common areas of
Lantern Point such as the beach and
the deck are highly discouraged.
Fairfield Police have been given access to these areas and are enforcing
the law thoroughly. Lantern Point is
still under a court order that prohibits
any gatherings that will attract more
than two hundred fifty people. Therefore, please do not draw attention to
the beach by gathering in places not
welcoming you.
The beach will continue to be an
option for housing for junior and senior year if everyone can abide by
these rules.
. -Student Beach Resident Association >
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Where were you when you found
out about the terrorist attack?

"I was coming back from
breakfast after Spanish
class and I went to my
room. My neighbors told
me to put on the news."
Dean Cantamessa '05

"I was in art class at the time
and a woman came to the
door and took my teacher
aside. She came back in to
the room and told us she was in
shock because both the Twin
Towers hadlevelled."

"I was sleeping and my
roommate woke me up
screaming 'We're under
terrorist attack.' I
thought I was dreaming.'
Daniela Gallinelli '04

Tina Paul'05
"**

m
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"I was woken up by the
news. And it scared me
because my dad sometimes
works there. But he called
me and said he was alright."
David Macli '04

"I walked back from
class to my room and all
my roommates were
sitting there with their
mouths open in shock. I
couldn't believe it."

"My uncle called me
while he was videotaping
the explosion from his
balcony."
Adrienne Bilello '05

Tom Brilli '04

"I was making pancakes in
my townhouse and my roommate said, 'We're under
attack!' I turned on the TV
and it looked like it was
something out of a movie."
Brian Duff '03

"I was coming back from class
and my friend stopped me from
his car and told me the news."
Pete Scott '02

"I found out early morning
from the news. Then I went to
the beach and could see the
smoke from the distance. The
Coastguradwas even in the
sound."
Courtney Fahey '04

Got a question you want to ask the student body?
Write to the Mirror at mirror(@fair.fairfioeld.edu

COMMENTARY
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Hate money? Intern in D.C.!
By Sean Hayes
MANAGING EDITOR
Stop asking me about Chandra
Levy. Yes, I interned in Congress. But
please, when you ask me about my summer, don't follow up my reply with "So,
you didn't go missing?"
No, moron. And no, there is no "inside" scoop that I know about.
Honestly, do you think that any big
gossip that could be ascertained by a
lowly intern inside the beltway would
remain secret for long? I know I would
tell everyone.
So with little fanfare I now return
to the opinion pages of The Mirror with
the kindergarten-esque job of writing
about "What I Did on My Summer Vacation." Or, what I learned inside the
United States Senate.
In short, the federal government
seems to work like college. Everyone
wants to remain popular.
Senators meet, they greet, they
schmooze like a poet on payday.
People always talk about lobbyists
running the government and how special interests rule politics. All I saw was
a giant scam.
Parties were thrown. Interests were
peddled. Bills were reccomended. Did

I ever hear a story of a congressman
changing their vote? No. Yet I did hear
a lot of jokes about staffs and reps attending these functions (open bar),
knowing full well
they would never support the organizer's
cause.
The main reason
so many people
seemed to attend
those events was because of the food.
Why? Because U.S.
Government food is
awful. Cheap, but
awful.
Cheap because it
is government subsidized. Awful because,
well, it tastes like
cardboard.
And why is government food subsidized? Because the
pay is horrendous.
What practically every government
employee will tell you is that the difference between public and private sector
work is on average twenty or thirty thousand dollars a year.
Oddly enough, most employees are

in love with their jobs.
"In love" is an apropos way of describing those working in the public sector. It is impossible to find a government
employee who does
not like what they do.
Most people seemed to
be living out their
dreams. The reason
behind this is because
if you did not love it,
you would quit. The
pay is that bad.
Besides the pauper-like salaries, working inside the beltway
did not change my particular views on any
subject, but it did
change my opinion on
the people working behind those subjects.
Poor
Hillary
Clinton. Imagine what
Gary Condit has been
going through this
summer. Cameras and questions everywhere. Now imagine that for the rest of
your life. There is never a moment when
Mrs. Clinton is walking through the Senate or riding the subway that someone is
not taking her picture. Fame may sound
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fun and intriguing to some, but'what
about when you're having a bad day?
Interning for the government depends mainly on who your boss is. I
would advise everyone to work for
younger individuals; they remember
their collegiate internships and are much
more likely to give you good jobs and
that means you'll spend less time delivering memos and making copies. I'm
proud to say I never filled one cup of
coffee.
Interns do not get paid. Do not expect it. One of the greatest stories I heard
at one point was that Ted Kennedy's office had 20 or more interns (I heard some
senators only had three; I worked with
six). Yet Mr. Kennedy seemed to have
the most, working for the experience,
working for the resume, working for
free. This man is supposed to be the
champion of working class people.
However, most senators and representatives are deeply committed to the
nobility of the government and a deep
love of the United States. If every citizen had the ability to speak to their
elected officials, public opinion of politicians would hit the roof.
So, what about Gary Condit and
Chandra Levy? What I can say is this:
He sure didn't tell me anything.

POLL RESULTS

■

(From last May. Yeah, we're on
top of things here at The Mirror.)

We are looking for
an outgoing and opinionated male to go
head to head every
week against The
Mirror s very own hot
and talented Maria
DcRuccio. Each week
a new topic is
dicussed and the
results are simply
orgasmic. If you are
interested in
writing for the
HE SNt>.*.SHE SNt>

column, email Amy at
nwronsncuri .TarneKi.eau

Do you feel confident in this
year's FUSA leaders?
YES

39%
NO
DON'T CARE

24%
Just a Reminder who these people arePresident- Joe Piagentini
VP of Programming-Bridget Hennessey
VP of Senate- Adam Sheehy

r

VOTE online at
www.fairfieldmirror.com

Were you disappointed construction was not finished
when you arrived on campus?
V
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Students get into the music during StagStock.

Photo Credit: John Ur

StagStock jump starts the year
By Kristen Delaney
MEDIA RELATIONS
"Well, something always comes
from this music, anyway," said O.A.R's
(Of A Revolution) Marc Roberge this
past Saturday night at StagStock.
According to the bands merchandise records, about 2,500 people came
out for this music anyway, a figure that
puts last year's attendance to shame.
With a mixture of funky reggae
rhythms and acoustic rock, the band has
been compared to everyone from Dave
Matthews Band (although everyone with
a saxophone and an acoustic guitar
seems to be nowadays) to Dispatch.
The most "Rasta-farian song was
"Destination," which he called the most
"rock steady" song, as the band swayed
back and forth in their T-shirts and jeans.
With Roberge on lead vocals and
mainly acoustic guitars, O.A.R consists
of Chris Culos on drums, Ben Gershman
on bass, Richard On on electric guitar
and Jerry DePizzo on saxophone. The

addition of this last musician gives
O.A.R. a more unique and whole sound.
In addition to Roberge's coarse but
extremely melodic voice echoing clearly
through the sound system, the band was
able to sound like a collective whole and
yet still were able to let their individual
contributions ring through.
While their music sounds much
more jumbled and the rhythm much
more muted on their CDs, O.A.R's live
performance at Fairfield was extremely
clear and pronounced.
Improvisations and surprises in
their music really aided their show. In
the middle of their third song, "City on
Down," Roberge broke into a soulful
skat singing, which was eventually
matched up with DePizzo's saxophone
melody.
Also, on "Night Shift," the band
moved into a cover of Bob Marley's "Stir
It Up."
Senior Mari Roig said that one of
her favorite parts about O.A.R.'s set was
when Roberge broke into an improvised
free verse about not crowd surfing.

The band had a circle discussion with the press before the show

"It was really funny," she said.
"They really know how to work up a
crowd."
"Everyone was dancing," Roig said,
and "you could feel the energy from
[Roberge's] voice and their total sound."
The members of O.A.R grew up in
Maryland, and released their first CD in
1997 while still juniors and seniors in
high school. The band met their fifth
member, DePizzo, at Ohio State and released their last CD together last February.
Although releasing CDs and being
dedicated to a band may seem like hard
work when in high school or college,
DePizzo said they worked around that.
"It's just kind of planning and preparing for the amount of time that you
have," he said.
DePizzo said that the band would
give their class and test schedules to their
manager who would book gigs around
it.
"We'd go out and play on the weekends at different places," DePizzo said
"Basically what it was, was that when

you got home you had to study and you
got in as much playing as you possibly
could. It was kind of difficult and a
whole bunch of fun, and it was well
worth it," he said.
While the band's name may look
like it is Oar, the letters in the name
should be pronounced individually.
Roberge said that when they came
upon their name, they "were trying to
change a little bit of our style, change
our music a little bit, and we figured that
was revolutionary for us."
He said the phrase "of a revolution"
was derived from a few stories he had
written, and "it represented a change we
were going through, not necessarily on
a big scope."
"A lot of people called us Oar for
years, and as much as we'd love to be
called O.A.R. because that's our name,
we're just excited that people call us at
all," Roberge said.
Of A Revolution just came off a
national summer tour, and plans to keep
See "Don't" on p. 19
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Welcome back 'Jack'!
MichaelJackson celebrates his 30th anniversary
By Maria DeRuccio
ASSOC. MANAGING EDITOR
The most awaited concert has come
and gone. Amazing and surprising- The
Michael Jackson 30th Anniversary Celebration could not have been better.
Getting in the city was a mess.
Stretched limos invaded Madison Square
Garden. Fans of all ages, dressed their
best in red leather jackets and blackrimmed hats practically skipped inside.
Inside enthusiasts held up handmade signs and danced to the Michael
Jackson "HIStory" album. We impatiently awaited for Jackson's arrival.
Fashionably late, Jackson walked
into the Madison Square Garden arena
on Sept. 10, complete in a typical sparkling sequined jacket. Fans chanted his
name as he sat alongside celebrities like
long-time friend Elizabeth Taylor and
Macaulay Culkin.
The show began with Jackson admiring his own music performed by dozens of the world's greatest entertainers.
The opening act involved Usher,
Mya and Deborah Cox singing their rendition of "Wanna Be Startin' Something". Luminaries from the worlds of
pop, rock, country, R&B, rap, hip-hop
and Latin music joined together to honor
the King of Pop.
New artists such as Missy "Misdemeanor" Elliott, Nelly Furtado and Lil'
Romeo were there, not to mention some
of the industry's most accomplished performers. Gladys Knight, Liza Minnelli,
Dionne Warwick and Luther Vandross,
who also graced the stage.
It was an overwhelming feeling to
witness such a spectacular tribute. If you
blinked - you were guaranteed to miss
something. A 400-piece orchestra, 12
background singers, a 300-member gospel choir, a 200-member children's choir
and a 40-member dance ensemble blew
the audience away.
Between each act, large screens
played some of Jackson's greatest TV.

performances and videos.
Tapes were also shown of famous icons like Sammy
Davis Jr. and Katherine
Hepburn, all speaking on behalf of Jackson's success.
After the Michael Jackson tribute came the Michael
Jackson show. It was like a
dream when Jackson appeared on stage reunited with
his brothers and accompanied
by bright lights and explosions. Audience members
wept and roared.
Michael, Jackie, Tito,
Marlon, Jermaine and Randy
performed together for the
first time in two decades.
Their performance brought
back memories of sitting in
front of the television and
watching re-runs of the Ed
Sullivan Show.
The overjoyed Jackson
brothers performed with the
same enthusiasm and power
they once held. Grown up
and mature, the only missing
pieces were the brightly colored sequined outfits. They
didn't miss a beat.
Michael and his brothers
sang and bopped all the old
school moves to unforgettable hits like "ABC" and
"Want You Back." At one
point Michael fell to his
knees and cried with overjoyed motion. The reunion
ended and the Jackson brothers left the king to his deserved throne.
Now it was Jackson's turn to perform hits from his solo years. Watching
him moonwalk and neck-peck across the
stage was an incredible experience. The
40-something-year old entertainer has
still got it. Fans simply could not contain themselves, seeing Michael Jackson

The show was a reunion of family and friends.

]

on stage was just breathtaking.
He gave fans what they wanted
with hot hits like "The Way You Make
Me Feel," "Billie Jean" and "Black and
White." The greatest part was Jackson
did not change a bit. He slid and snaked
around the stage in his black pants, white

Photo Credit: rollingstone.com

socks and of course wearing his wellknown glove.
Michael Jackson is an artist that
many fans feel connected to. With every song, you could remember where
you were when it was first aired and who
you were with. I was struck by memories of dancing and lip-syncing in my
basement. Jackson has been around for
so many years; you feel like you've
grown up with him. His pop music was
the center of many people's childhoods.
This celebration was more than a
concert. The $800 seats I sat in were
well worth the money. To have an opportunity to see such a number of performers, including Michael Jackson and
his brothers, would have cost much over
that.
It was the shows of all shows. For
those not at the Anniversary Celebration,
the show was taped to be aired in a twohour CBS-TV special later this year.
The concert ended with Jackson's
new song "You Rock My World." The
album is set to come out on Oct. 30th
and it is said to contain Jackson's familiar upbeat and funky beat. Jackson said
goodnight and left the stage. The audience, in disbelief, stood there and
chanted. It wasn't until the orchestra
packed up their instruments that people
realized it was over.
When Michael Jackson left the
stage, I realized that he still rocks my
world, and many others.
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Mary J. goes through the change

A hipper,
happier Blige
brings an album
more optimistic than
previous efforts
By Joshua O'Connell
GRAPHIC ARTS EDITOR
The heavy hitters have come out in
full force for Mary J. Blige's latest album, and fortunately for fans of Blige,
her latest album continues with jams that
prove that Mary J. remains one of the
queens of R&B today.
The latest effort from Blige, No
More Drama, packs in the power once
again with collaborations with Eve, The
Neptunes, Dr. Dre and Jimmy Jam/Terry
Lewis, among others, and the result is
an album that feels as timely as it does
timeless. This is classic Blige - smooth
vibes but with a tempo that keeps you
going.
While the music seems to keep pace
with anything she's done, one stiH can't
helpbui get a tedmg sher**ry ing tofit».
bit rrtfiiftfrwitii die image itttXas taken
hotd the past couple of years, where
dancing around in videos is becoming
increasingly common again. Her image

has changed considerably with the upbeat vibe that will keep you moving. life has.
times, and the music displays this with Finally, the slower "Never Been" tells a
Mary J. Blige has been recording
such tracks as "PMS," where like other story of how good love can feel for some- music for almost 10 years now, hitting
R&B artists she takes on the anti-male one who has been wronged one too many the scene back in 1992 with "What's the
sentiments.
times: "I've never been touched like this/ 411?" Ironically, this CD presented hits
But mostly, Blige continues to I've never been kissed like this/I never such as "Real Love," which talks about
grow here, seeming to be moving slowly knew it felt like this/I never knew a love her trying to find a real love, a sentiment
out of the emotional rut that her early
albums showed her to be in - this album has a more upbeat feel, from the
more danceable music to the lighter
chords chosen in the music. As the
album's title states, Blige wants to move
away from the drama and into something better.
The CD doesn't have standouts - it
by Joshua O'Connell
stands out as a whole. But there are
tracks that capture the ear even more like this."
continued on the song "Love is All We
quickly. The smartly-sampled "No
In addition to the more positive Need" on her second CD, "My Life",
More Drama" reworks a classic soap tracks, there's a spofcen.poem near the end
By 1999 she had put out two more
oper* theme into a jam thai doesn't dis," _ of the CD that taiks about how Mary ha^,. exceltei* CDs,
My WorW" and
appo&iuwttie Being the amhem that | em&*^boi3k&miifH^^
But
r new M), she's
leads the album's message.
on and is much more happy. Mary em-"' showing her erne:
from the clouds
The first single off the album, phasizes her dedication to enjoying life of dispair, into the brighter world that
"Family Affair," has a good dancish and love and not worrying about the drive lies ahead.
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Slipknot soars in second CD
By Eric Anderson
STAFF WRITER
Slipknot, the nine-member heavy
metal band from Des Moines, Iowa, return with their 14-song sophomore cd
entitled "Iowa."
Much like their first CD, they play
heavier and more angry music than any
other band out right now. Compared to
them, Marilyn Manson sounds like
Britney Spears.
All of the members of Slipknot have
numbers, ranging from 0 to 8. Their
names and numbers are: #0, turntablist
Sid Crahan; #1, drummer Joey Jordison;
#2, bass Paul Grey; #3, percussionist
Chris Fehn; #4, guitarist James Root; #5,
Craig Jones; #6, percussionist Shawn
Crahan, #7, guitarist Mick Thompson;
and #8, vocalist Corey Taylor.
They got their big break on the 1999
Ozzfest tour. On this tour, Slipknot stole
the second stage, gaining them much
notoriety. On stage they have been
known to fight each other, throw things
at one another, dive off stage, and perform many other crazy stunts.
Last year I saw them headline the
Tattoo the Earth concert tour. They definitely put on one of the best shows that I
have ever seen. Iowa starts off with
"(515)" which is filled with a lot of
screams, and other sporadic noises.
This is probably the low part of the
cd, but it only lasts for a minute. I'm assuming they were trying to scare people
with it, but its more annoying than scary.
Next comes "People=S**t" which
is their favorite catchphrase. They say
that all the time in their live shows, so it

was about time they came out with a
song about it. There is no hidden meaning in this song, it pretty much follows
the title.
Personally, this is one of my favorites on the disc, as they totally kick your

We all got leftbehind, I feel it all slipping away." This was a great choice as a
first single, because it shows that the
band can slow things down a little, as
well as play heavy.
Other standout tracks on the cd are:
"Everything
Ends" and their
fifteen minute
and five second
title track "Iowa,"
which ends the
CD.
The rest of
the album sounds
pretty good, but
not as good as
some of the songs
I profiled. Overall,
Slipknot
showed why they
are the kings of
the heavy metal
scene right now.
They absolutely
punish you for 66
minutes and 20
seconds.
On a five star
rating, I would
have to give this
The stylish boys of Slipknot proudly don their new crown as the kings of heavy metalCD four stars, as
the most clever lyrics, but the way Tay- it is one of the best heavy metal albums
butt
throughout
the
song. lor mixes up the singing and screaming I have heard in awhile. It might even be
"Disasterpiece" is song number three on makes you feel like he is deep about what better than their debut CD, the self-titled
the CD. The great thing about this song he says.
"Slipknot."
is the machine gun sounds of the instruThe first single from the cd is "Left
You can catch Slipknot on tour this
ments in parts of it. Once again, Corey Behind." This song is not as hard as Fall fall, co-headlining the Pledge of AlTaylor is screaming angrily about the some of the other songs on the album, legiance Tour, with System of a Down.
way his life is going, but for some rea- but it is a great song nonetheless. Some They will be playing the Hartford Civic
son it never gets old.
of Taylor's lyrics in the chorus are: "As Center on Oct. 19th.
The drummer Joey Jordison really I close my eyes, I feel it all slipping away,

Don't call us Oar
Continued from pg. 16
up their touring schedules. "It's something we look forward to doing for long
period of time and we'11s take it as far as
it can go and we'll keep playing no matter where we are," said Roberge.
"We don't expect a thing," he said.
"We take it day by day, and as long as
there are people there, we're going to
keep playing."
And, while the opportunity has
never arisen before, DePizzo said the
band wouldn't object for openi toup for
larger acts.
Students were extremely pleased
with this year's StagStock, and with
O.A.R. "They're really easy to listen to,
and even if I had never heard of them
before, it was still fun," said junior Mary
Wei. "I like going just to listen to music
and opening myself up to a new band."
Roig said that having the concert in
the middle of the quad was perfect. "You
wouldn't have to go to Giant Stadium or
New York to see a really good concert,"
she said. "You got to see it at the quad
for free."
Wei agrees this is a major advantage. "It [the quad] is easy to get to and
it was free, which was a major plus and
you're a college student and semibroke," she said.
Junior Sarah Courtney, Executive
Producer of the Ham Channel, said she

stands out on this track as well.
Another standout track is "Heretic
Anthem." A sample of the lyrics is "Nobody wants anything I got, which is fine
because your made up of everything I'm
not, Well if your 5-5-5, I'm 6-6-6!" Not

can guarantee that Stagstock will remain
free.
"That's really what we market it as,
and that's why it's a difficult event," she
said. "The whole point is to put on a free
event, which makes it expensive because

we're not getting money back, and it's
hard to find bands in our budget."
Courtney said she couldn't be happier with this year's StagStock. It "really shows what can be done at Fairfield," she said.
"Other than the 200 pound weight
that was dropped on my head, I thoroughly enjoyed the show," said Roig,
referring to the abundance of large crowd

O.A.R. wows the estimated 2,500 people in the crowd.

surfers.
In that vein, some words of advice.
If you are 6'2", don't rush the stage to
get front row. We little people will get
crushed.
And, if you're over 200 pounds, not
only do you look stupid trying to be
passed over people's heads, but you actually kind of hurt.

Photo: Sean Hayes
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This week in sports...
Football

Field Hockey

Fordham 46 - Fairfield 14

Win over Colgate, 4-1

Fordham University handed the Stags a convincing defeat on
Saturday. Quarterback Paul Gorra went 19-for-33 for 180 yards
and two touchdowns. The Stags are now 0-2 on the young season.
Please see page 24 for more coverage.

First-year student Kiki Bruggink led the Stags with two goals in the
second half of their victory on Saturday over the Raiders of
Colgate. Bruggink earned Rookie of the Week honors for her
efforts within the MA AC.

Men's Soccer

Women's Soccer

Opens season with big win

Two close games over the weekend

Danny Atwell scored the only goal the Stags would need, as it was
the only goal in the game defeating Brown University on September 8. Brown University made the NCAA Quarterfinals last season.

On Friday September 7, the Women's Soccer team won in overtime
against Buffalo with JulieAnne Forman scoring the winning goal at
the 97:55 mark. The team was not as lucky on Sunday against
URI. Freshman Meghan King earned Rookie of the Week honors.

Upcoming Events:
Women's Volleyball
Friday, September 14
Women's Volleyball @ Pittsburgh
Women's Tennis @ Eastern Collegiate Championship
Women's Soccer @ Rhode Island

Tough stay in Columbus, Ohio
The Women's Volleyball team lost on Friday, September 7, and
again on Sunday, September 9 at the Four Points Sheraton International Tournament in Ohio. Fairfield Junior Conny Paul was
selected to the All-Tournament team.

Saturday, September 15
Field Hockey vs. Columbia 1:00 pm
Cross Country @ the Wagner Invitational
Women's Tennis @ E. A. C. (continues)

Sunday, September 16
Women's Soccer @ Stony Brook Tournament
Men's Soccer @ Cornell University
Women's Tennis @ E. A. C. (continues)

Cross-Country
Central Connecticut State University

Junior Erin Heslin ran for a school record, 19:31.2, at the Central
Connecticut State University Invitational while the Stags placed
12th overall in the Tournament.

Wednesday, September 19
Field Hockey @ Yale
Women's Soccer @ Manhattan College
Men's Soccer vs. Manhattan College

For more on Fairfield sports,
visit www.fairfieldstags.com
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Stags stumble,
struggle
Football kicks offseason with 0-2 start
By Tim Sheehan
STAFF WRITER
For the first time since 1997, the
Fairfield University football team lost a
home football game. The Fordham Rams
(1-0) jumped out to an early lead in the
first quarter.
Quarterback Mark Carney connected with Kendal Creer on a five yard
scoring strike less than five minutes into

the game.
Fordham would get on the board
again with another scoring drive later in
the first quarter. Kirwin Watson dove
across the goal line with a one-yard run
to put Fordham on top 13-0.
Fairfield (0-2) was not doing the job
on third downs in the first half as they
allowed the Rams offense to convert
when it appeared the Stags defense had
stopped the Rams charge.
'They did a great job on third downs,
converting 7 of
8 chances in the
first half," Fairfield head coach
Joe Bernard said
afterwards.
Early in the
second quarter
the Rams found
the end zone
again as Carney
completed a 49yard pass to Dan
McGrath. It was
Carney's second
of three passing
touchdowns in
the first half. He
ended the half
with 223 yards
through the air.

The beginning of the second half was much of the
same. Watson ran for his second touchdown of the game in
the third quarter and 13 seconds later, Fairfield quarterback Paul Gorra was intercepted by Fordham's Tony
Downs, who returned it for another touchdown.
With the score 39-0 in favor of the Rams, Fairfield was
able to find the end zone on a Coach Joe Bernard gives instructions
to his players.
<
13 yard pass from Gorra to
Matt Guigliano at the end of the third yards on each.
quarter. Gorra and Guigliano would
The Stags are in action again against
hook up again at the end of the fourth the Sienna Saints on the 22nd of Septemquarter for a 17-yard touchdown catch. ber for yet another home game at Alumni
Gorra ended the day completing 19 Field.
of 33 passes for 180 yards with three
Coach Bernard feels that "a lot of
interceptions and two touchdowns, both frustration will be taken out on the Sito Guigliano. Guigliano made 4 recep- enna Saints." Despite the two tough early
tions for 46 yards. Andrew Turf also losses, the Stags still have a good chance
contributed a team high of seven recep- of fighting for a MA AC title as they start
tions for 60 yards.
league play against Sienna in two weeks.
Some other highlights for Fairfield
were the play of the special teams, especially the punting and place kicking.
Checkout the Stags in action on
Coach Bernard mentioned the play of
Sept. 22 when they play
freshman punter, Jeff Gomulinski, and
Siena at 1:00 pm
the consistency of place kicker Steve
Mirasolo. Gomulinski had six punts
against the Rams and averaged 42.7

John Barone '02 prepares himself for another successful season.

Photo: Sports Info

NCAA conferences decide fate of football games
By Al Carter
The Dallas Morning News
DALLAS - Citing a need for normalcy, Big 12 schools opted to join five
other conferences on Wednesday in proceeding with plans to play football
games scheduled for Saturday. But
games involving SMU and TCU were
postponed as the NCAA came up split
on the issue of halting play in the wake
of the East Coast terror attacks.
By mutual agreement, SMU's
game at North Carolina set for Saturday was postponed until Dec. 1.
TCU officials announced the cancellation of the Horned Frogs' home
game on Saturday night with Marshall.
With no makeup date available, the
game was dropped from each school's
2001 schedule.
The Big East and Atlantic Coast
conferences announced they were joining the Pac-10 in postponing league
games set for Saturday. But six other
major conferences - including the Big
12 - lined up the other way.
Big 12 officials voted to leave playing decisions to each school. All 10 of
the Big 12 schools with Saturday games
went ahead with plans to play, but one
league school, Nebraska, was forced to

postpone.
The Cornhuskers' home game with
Rice was scrubbed when Rice officials
decided to suspend competition through
the weekend. The game was pushed back
five days, to Sept. 20, with a 6:30 p.m.
kickoff set.
The Tech-UTEP game was originally
scheduled for Thursday night but was
pushed back two days after Tuesday's attacks. Texas and Texas A&M were not
scheduled to play this week.
"We feel that it is very important that
we demonstrate that we can move forward with our events," Big 12 commissioner Kevin Weiberg said. "(President
Bush) has encouraged a return to normal
activities as an important part of our response to this tragedy, and we want to do
our part in that effort."
North Texas' game against Arkansas
on Saturday night was left intact.
SMU's game was scrubbed following a unanimous vote of ACC members
not to play. "This will allow for an appropriate period of reflection and respect," ACC commissioner John
Swofford said.
SMU athletic director Jim Copeland
said the Mustangs had no desire to play
the game either.
"There were a lot of people giving
(the game) a lot of thought," Copeland

said. "You can make a case either way,
and that's what made the decision hard.
To say this is an unusual situation is an
understatement."
Officials at many schools expressed
concerns that the possibility of prolonged air-travel disruptions could affect the ability of teams to reach their
game destinations. Some visiting
schools - including Texas Tech - were
putting together contingency plans to
travel by bus if air service is unavailable.
The Southeastern Conference, the
Big Ten, Conference USA, the Mountain West and the Mid-American joined
the Big 12 in deciding to play conference games and non-conference games
in which opponents agreed to play. The
Western Athletic Conference, of which
SMU and Rice are members, left playing decisions to individual schools. So
did the Sun Belt.
Postponed games include No. 13
Washington at No. 1 Miami, No. 10
Georgia Tech at No. 6 Florida State, San
Diego State at No. 21 Ohio State and
No. 23 Notre Dame at Purdue.
Big East officials voted to postpone
all conference competition scheduled
through Sunday. The suspension, Big
East commissioner Michael Tranghese,
"allows us an appropriate period of re-

flection and mourning."
The SEC's decision to play was
based on the belief that games this Saturday "present a meaningful opportunity
to bring our people together in a common expression of sympathy and mourning," SEC associate commissioner
Charles Bloom said.
'The president and the Congress are
back to work today," said Fred Jacoby,
commissioner of the American Southwest and Lone Star leagues. "All we're
doing is following their lead."
"I feel like as long as security is OK,
we should resume as much of our normal routine as we possibly can," Brown
said. "It's important as Americans that we
go back to work. "
Officials said the possibility exists
that the Florida State-Georgia Tech game
could be rescheduled for as late as Dec.
8. If that happens, final BCS postseason
pairings would probably be delayed until Dec. 9.
Big 12 and SEC officials announced
that each conference will make a $ 1 million donation to disaster relief. Weiberg
said each Big 12 school will have some
moment of recognition at its next home
game. Some teams will wear American
flag stickers on the backs of their helmets
for the rest of the season.
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Senior
JuIieAnne
F o r m a n
scored the
game-winning goal in
overtime
against
Buffalo in
Fairfield's
home
opener.

Junior James
Gledhill
scored
Fairfield's
only
two
goals in their
recent 2-2
draw with
Hofstra.
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Soccer off and running
Men 5, women s teams start season successfully
By Mike Pignataro
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Both the men and women's soccer
teams have started out on winning ways.
The men have opened with a 1-0-1
record and the lady Stags have won three
out of their first four contests.
After opening the season with a 22 tie against Hofstra, the men's squad
posted a 1-0 shutout over Brown last
Sunday. Danny Atwell tallied the only
score of the game, while Roger Noll denied five of the Bear's shots on goal.
The Stags have reached the MAAC

Championship game in each of the last
three years, and earned a national ranking as high as 15th in the country last
season, but look to surpass even those
achievements this year.
With a tougher schedule that includes teams from the ACC, Ivy League
and the Atlantic Soccer Conference, the
Stags look to be ranked amongst the top
ten teams in the nation.
"We have a good young team that
has potential to be better than last year,"
said sophomore midfielder Greg Williams.
The lady Stags won their first three
games of the season before falling to the

University of Rhode Island on Sunday.
MAAC Rookie of the Week Meghan
King tallied the Stags' only goal of the
game. King leads Fairfield in scoring
with four points, including the gamewinning tally in the season opener
against Colgate on September 2.
The ladies soccer team has collected
three one-goal victories so far this year,
which has been the biggest difference
from last season, according to head
coach Maria Piechocki. "Confidence,
leadership and experience have really
made the difference this year," said
Piechocki. "We've been able to pull together in close games and get the results

in our favor."
While the lady Stags rely on their
experience and good defense, the men's
squad combines a variety of players from
all over the world with international soccer experience.
"We have a good healthy mix of
Americans and foreigners that bring different styles of play to the team," said
Williams.
The lady Stags play their next seven
games on the road, starting on Friday at
American University, before returning
home next Saturday against Siena. The
men return to action on Sunday at Alumni
Field against Cornell at 1:00.

Life is hard for former Div. I football coaches
By Bill Campbell
Dallas Morning News
DALLAS (KRT Campus Wire Service) - Dave Roberts remembers the
frustration. Greg Davis recalls the worry
of an uncertain future and the fear that
he would be labeled a has-been.
For Gary Gibbs, it was a time to
move a little farther away from the
game. For Mike O'Cain, it was a call to
get closer to it.
These and two dozen other men
once held the title of head coach at Division I-A football programs. Today
they are assistants on the same level.
Some retire. Some move to professional jobs. But many former head
coaches return to their roots when life
at the top goes awry.
Roberts all but denies he was ever
a I-A head coach, feeling he was robbed
of a chance to produce in his two years
at Baylor (1997-98).
Gibbs spent six years as a self-described "soccer dad" after his six years
as coach at Oklahoma ended in 1994.
O'Cain and Davis jumped right back
into the profession after their head
coaching dismissals.
But in a job in which you are only

as good as you were last weekend, these
men don't waste time looking back. Because of their experience, they are some
of the best in their field. Because of their
experience, they are rarely interviewed
to be head coaches again.
"Up 'til my tenure at Kansas State,
I had been nothing but successful," said
Michigan offensive coordinator Stan
Parrish, who was unsuccessful as head
coach of the Wildcats from 1986-88.
His three Kansas State teams were
2-30-1 and held the nation's longest
winless streak when he left. "To go
through something like that - it kind of
knocks you back," he said.
Regardless of the circumstances,
others who have suffered a fate similar
to Parrish's at Kansas State understand
how he felt.
Greg Davis, Texas' offensive coordinator, was head coach at Tulane from
1988-91. After his last team finished 110, he was fired.
"I never felt unsuccessful," said
Davis. "But I knew the record was not
good enough to sustain the job."
Davis remembers the feelings of
worry for his assistants, who were fired
along with him - standard procedure
when a head coach loses his job.
He remembers fearing that being

fired would be a stigma when future
jobs became available.
Many former head coaches feel
they were unjustly dismissed.
"In my case, we never had the opportunity to (win)," said Roberts, whose
Baylor teams both had 2-9 records. South
Carolina coach Lou Holtz, for whom
Roberts had worked as an assistant at
Notre Dame, immediately hired him.
"It was going to take a little while,
but they thought they would bring in
someone who would win right away.
Doesn't always work that way, does it?"
said Roberts, feeling acquitted by the
mere three wins Baylor managed in the
two seasons after he left.
Vindication, however, is an empty
reward, said Mike O'Cain.
O'Cain was fired after seven seasons
at NC State in 1999. But he didn't go far.
He was hired to Carl Torbush's staff at
arch rival North Carolina a year later.
When Torbush was fired after last season, O'Cain then moved to Clemson.
"I'd be lying if I told you getting
fired didn't bother me," said O'Cain. "But
it's part of the business. If you become
bitter, you're treading water."
Gary Gibbs didn't want to tread water, but he didn't want to jump right back
into coaching after the exhausting years

at Oklahoma. So he spent time with his
children and waited for the right time,
the right place.
"I wasn't burned out on coaching,"
said Gibbs, who was lured back into the
business last year by former Georgia
coach Jim Donnan and this season is defensive coordinator at LSU. "But when I
was out, I wasn't obsessed to the point
that I had to be doing football-related activities every weekend."
Losing a job can be a shattering experience, but the confidence can be restored quickly by the people coaches respect most: other coaches.
"Sometimes losing a job would devastate you, and you would never be able
to overcome that," said Mississippi State
head coach Jackie Sherrill.
Sherrill said he changed his attitude
toward the dismissed when he overheard
a corporate CEO in a country club locker
room say there is no disgrace in being
fired.
"It made me realize the many reasons you can be let go," said Sherrill, who
has two former I-A head coaches, on his
staff. "There are a lot of factors that can
cost a man his job that are out of his
control."
See "Hard life" on p. 23
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Hard life...
Continued from p. 22
And some of the most comforting
assistants can be former head coaches.
"The biggest thing an assistant who
has been a head coach brings is that no
one can understand the day-to-day responsibilities of a head coach as well
as those who have sat in that chair," said
Texas coach Mack Brown.
"They are valuable in that when
you make a decision, they are able to
look at it through a head coach's eyes. I
would hire every former head coach I
could."
In Davis, Brown has an assistant
who can help other assistants understand all the factors that go into a head
coach's decisions, and the demands on
his time.
"As a head coach, if you're not careful, you can lose your whole day with
five-minute conversations," Davis said.
"Everybody wants five minutes - the assistants, the trainers, the equipment
men, the secretary, the media, the
alumni.
"I try not to five-minute Mack.
There are things he needs to know, but
if I can handle it, I try to keep it off his
desk."
As an assistant, coaches get to see

the game again from the level in which
they learned it. "You probably get to do
the things you enjoy most, anyway," said
O'Cain. "We all got into coaching to teach
kids and coach football. As a head coach,
you're an administrator and a manager,
doing everything except the X's and O's."
Most of these men would be happy
for another chance. But they know that
day might not come. As Davis feared,
stigmas do exist, valid or not.
"Am I better equipped than back
then?" asked Parrish. "Twice as equipped.
But will I get that opportunity? Probably
not."
It's not something that most of these
coaches worry about. "Right now," said
Gibbs, "that's not even on the radar. I'm
just trying to get through the day."
And Parrish, who has held head
coaching positions at high scliool and
three levels of college football in his 26
years in the game, said the motivation
changes over time.
"As I've gone on, the game has become more about the . . . (players) than
me," he said. "I try to get to know them
better, enjoy them better, than when I was
younger.
"I know the grass is always greener.
But I've seen a lot of grass."
"Am I better equipped than back
then? Twice as equipped. But will I get
that (head coaching) opportunity? Probably not."

NFL ponders coming
weekend
By Gary Myers
New York Daily News
NEW YORK (KRT)-The NFL
will make its decision Thursday whether
to cancel the second week of the season following the terrorist attacks in
New
York and Washington.
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue held
two conference calls with league owners Wednesday. About 10 owners were
on each call. Some were on both,
including the Giants' Wellington
Mara. Another call is scheduled for 9:30
EDT Thursday morning, after which the
decision apparently will be made.
Sources told the New York Daily
News after Wednesday's calls that some
clubs wanted to play this week, while
others wanted the games canceled.
"We are continuing to assess the
situation and discuss it with many
people, both inside and outside the
NFL," the league said in a statement.
As players pushed for the cancellation of the games _ out of respect for
those lost in the tragedy as well concern about flying to away games _ the
NFL consulted with the Bush administration, the FAA, stadium security
and NFL Players Association executive
director Gene Upshaw, among others.
Asked his gut feeling on what the
NFL will do, Mara said, "I just don't
have one."
When it was suggested it appeared
to be a clear-cut decision not to play,
Mara said. "We want to get full possession of as many facts as possible.
We're trying to make the decision
from the head, not the heart."
Mara did not want to express his
opinion. "I'm too close to the forest to

see the trees," he said from his Giants
Stadium office. "I can look out the
window and still see the smoke coming up. It's hard to be rational. It's a little
over 24 hours, it hasn't sunk in yet."
Tagliabue, a lawyer, always makes
deliberate decisions. He must also consider the negative reaction to the late Pete
Rozelle's decision to play games
on Nov. 24,1963, two days after the
assassination of President Kennedy.
Rozelle called it the biggest regret in his
29 years as commissioner.
Upshaw, said he had not heard from
any player who wanted Sunday's games
to go on. He said he had talked with
player reps from all 31 teams.
"We're still going through a state of
mourning," he said.
But one coach, Brian Billick, said he
thought the games should be played.
"From a personal standpoint _ not.
as a coach but as an American _ we want
to play," the Revens coach said. "I don't
want cowards to dictate what we do in
this country. That's where my anguish is
right now."
If the games are canceled, the NFL
likely will go to a 15-game season. One
thought was to play this weekend's games
after the final scheduled week of the regular season on what is now the wild-card
weekend. But with no off-week this season between the conference title game
and the Super Bowl, such a shuffling
would require the Super Bowl to be
moved back one week, which would be
a logistical nightmare.
Other than cross-country trips, when
some teams leave Friday, the majority of
team-chartered flights for road games
take place on Saturday. By making the
decision Thursday, the NFL will give
teams plenty of time to cancel their ar-

By Ethan Fry
SPORTS EDITOR

Life is not a game
The events of last Tuesday, September 11, 2001, prove better than any
written argument the triviality of sports in our world. Conversely, triviality
can wait for a week. There are more important matters to be considered
now.
First off, whoever perpetrated these despicable attacks on American
civilians should be pursued, caught, and punished. That is the bottom line.
There is a general sense of outrage among people that these terrorists
had the audacity to attack civilians, instead o: concentrating their attack on
government buildings or institutions.
They are right to be outraged; I am outraged as well, and I offer my
most sincere condolences to anyone who lost family or friends in Tuesday's
incidents.
And now, a word on terrorism. Terrorism is defined by my copy of the
American Heritage College Dictionary (Third Edition) as "The unlawful
use or threatened use of force or violence to intimidate or coerce societies or
governments, often for ideological or political reasons."
What a horrible definition! Obviously, Tuesday's actions were those of
terrorism. But really, isn't the question of terrorism just decided by power?
Take George Washington, for instance. He used force unlawfully to
coerce the British into leaving America, for political and ideological reasons. Why isn't he regarded as one of the worst terrorists of all time, instead
of the father of the world's greatest democracy?
According to this definition of terrorism, aren't a lot of things the U.S.
has done in the past terrorism, rather than just "protective foreign policy"?
One example: Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger. They unlawfully
backed a coup d'etat in 1973 that brought famed human rights abuser Augusto
Pinochet to power. The reason: they didn't want the democratically elected
President-elect of Chile, Salvador Allende, a Socialist, to assume power.
Pinochet went on to be one of the most horrible despots in recent history, sending "death squads" to exterminate political dissidents. Many of
his victims' families still don't know where the bones of their loved ones
are, and Pinochet is just recently being brought to justice for his crimes.
Kissinger is living comfortably in Kent, Connecticut, and has refused
testifying about his role in the coup, despite being subpoenaed by a French
court of law; Nixon is dead.
All that because a Socialist was elected? When Francois Mitterand,
another Socialist, was elected to be President of France, a much more important country to the United States, in the 1980s, Reagen didn't run him
out of Europe! So I guess Reagen wasn't a terrorist. There was Iran-Contra, but he didn't remember, remember?
Anyway, the reason I got into all of this is to try and offer some historical perspective. The main point is that the whole idea of terrorism is never
objective.
As Americaa mourned Tuesday, video played on televisions showing
people literally dancing in the streets in the middle east, reveling in the
destruction wrought on America, and regarding the perpetrators as heroes.
Henry Kissinger makes hundreds of thousands of dollars a year writing
books and touring the lecture circuit. Osama Bin Laden is hiding in a hole
in the ground (probably) somewhere in Afghanistan.
It's all well and good to want to see the people who planned and perpetrated this recent attack punished, but isn't a more important goal trying to
end this cycle of violence that has gripped the world for so long? It's odd,
because there hasn't been that much talk about the latter these past couple of
days.

rangements if the games are dropped.
The son of Jags coach Tom
Coughlin worked in the twin towers but
was able to get out.
But Atlanta's Dan Reeves, the exGiants coach, said a friend who worked
in the World Trade Center was missing.
"It's tough to keep your mind on any
kind of strategy as far as football is concerned," Reeves said. "Gosh, I'm 57
years old, and I've never come close to
having anything like this happen
It's
hard to think about football when you've
got prayer thoughts, people that you love
and care for, children, it's tough."

Follow the Stags
sports teams at:
www.fairfieldstags.com
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Games postponed
MLB
postpones
games until
Friday, while
NFL and
NCAAfootball
contemplate
postponements
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Tuesday's terrorist actions were felt on the playing fields of several sports.

By Ethan Fry
SPORTS EDITOR
All over the United States, sporting events were canceled or delayed in
the wake of the terrorist attacks on New
York and Washington.
As far as Fairfield is concerned, all
games scheduled for Wednesday were
postponed, with the decision as to games
this weekend yet to come as of press
time.
Jack Jones, Director of Sports Information at Fairfield University, said,
"All that is definite right now are that
games scheduled for today have been
postponed. Beyond that, a decision has
yet to be reached."
Several major college football
games scheduled for this weekend have
already been postponed, including the
highly anticipated matchup between #13
Washington and top ranked Miami.
One of the other games scheduled
for this weekend is the contest between
#5 Florida State and #11 Georgia Tech,
a game that FSU coach Bobby Bowden
thinks should go on regardless of
Tuesday's events.
"I hope we play the game; if we
don't it's playing right into their hands,"
Bowden told espn.com Tuesday.
Major League Baseball postponed
all games on Wednesday, with
postponment of Thursday's games likely
at press time.
One rumor circulating is that play
will resume Friday, with the delayed
games slated to be made up at the end
of the regular season.
The NFL has not postponed the
weekend's games as of press time, but

pressure is steadily increasing for the
league not to play.
On Tuesday, Gene Upshaw, the Executive Director of the National Football
League Players' Association, called on
the NFL to delay its games.

It is likely that the NFL will eventually delay its games, if for nothing else
than the complicated logistics of transporting teams across the nation in the
wake of the first grounding of all flights
in the history of the United States.

Still, thoughts linger back to the
weekend after November 22,1963, when
the NFL played all of its scheduled game
days after the assasination of President
John F. Kennedy.

These games and events have been canceled or
delayed due to Tuesday's attacks:
Fairfield Athletics: All games scheduled for Wednesday; no decision at press time with regard to weekend
games.

Major League Baseball: All games scheduled for
Thursday.

College Football: All games scheduled for Thursday, with
postponment of Saturday's games possible.

PGA: Canceled three tournaments from originally scheduled to be played this weekend.

Qualifying for the New Hampshire 300 canMMWil NASCAR:
celed; race still scheduled for Sunday.
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